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The spatial imaginary of The Florida Room had the unanticipated effect of
becoming real. This has all to do with the people who shared their stories
with me and with the many more who have long offered lively hospitality.
This book holds well over two decades of concert going, written fragments,
interviews with artists, public lectures, parts of short essays or longer articles, many students and seminars, research in archives that have moved
or changed personnel. All of those activities—in addition to those that involved actually being from Miami—were helped along by a lot of kindness
and humor and support. Every step was an extended search for a form. The
Florida room was the provisional structure that wanted to hold everything.
The visits to it, over all this time, demanded to be written out with considerable urgency during the quarantine of 2020. To borrow from Wilson
Harris, “The dance of place had begun” in that mandatory period of social
isolation. It lent new immediacy to the project, and writing it in the close
company of others—regardless of distance—kept me alive. A reminder to
self and everyone: talking to people not only nuances the scholarship but
also has medicinal qualities.
I first want to thank those who took the time to story this book. Some
of these interviews took place over years, and some others, equally intense,
were compressed within a short span of time. In order of their appearance,
I send all gratitude and blessings to Daniel Tommie Ochehachee for his
stunning reflections on his history and earthworks. To Linda Williams for
her deep telling of Coconut Grove Village West and our standing lemonade appointment. To Robin Gore for recounting her moving genealogy of
the Mariah Brown family. To Sandra Riley for being the crossroads figure
between myself, Williams, and Gore. To the mighty Patsy West for being a
wonderful teacher about South Florida’s Indigenous histories and for her
example of staying with the long view. West generously and tirelessly went
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out of her way to help me get it the way it wanted to be. I thank Juan Valadez for being with the Everglades, for taking me to the water from the
distance, for drawing the manatee in a deep dive. Benny Latimore offered
the deepest model for weaving philosophy and history. My conversations
with Leah Jackson and Gwen McCrae taught me much about making intergenerational care while talking about music. To Felix and Caridad Sama for
bringing the song lines together. To Desmond Child and the Child family
for giving us occasions to gather in music, everywhere, and actual gatherings in the somewhere of New York. Gracias a Frank Ferrer a luminary
at the Cuba–rock-and-roll crossroads. To Guillermo García Rodiles for the
unexpected surprise of his congas off the spoils. To Dafnis Prieto for training me to take the time. To Obed Calvaire for giving four-country texture
to this place we’re from. To Yosvany Terry for always opening up the cosmologies. To Jacob Katel for his commitment to go where the stories take
him and for transmitting those stories out to all. To Luther Campbell for
his spacious sense of the local. And especial thanks to Namphuyo Aisha
McCray, who gave to this project in so many ways. One day we will make
that summit.
This book holds over twenty years of conversation with Shane Vogel. His
singular encouragement of the ideas, writing, and style did everything to
give it heart and soul. Vogel’s inspiring model and commitment to thinking
and listening helped me—at every stage, joyful and frightening—to get this
into print. The hand that helps you cross the water is everything. Daphne
Brooks’s transformative work and its deep material impact on the social,
and her tireless efforts to make the social import material in all our work,
encourage every line of this text. Brooks’s creative and magnificent ability
to push thought and music to the precipice, and letting it live there, gives us
all enduring and gorgeous assignments for living. Antonio López’s brilliant
prescient-ancient work on the intersections between Indigenous, Black,
and Cuban South Florida laid the foundations for this book, and his deep
local and everywhere knowledge has done so much to improve these pages:
from catching the Flanigan’s typo to encouraging the chickee. His com
pany is a most hilarious and illuminating seminar. Karen Shimakawa made
the infrastructure possible for this writing: her brilliant sense for theory
and space expanded my time and place for theory. What a blessing to live
among incredible intellectuals and friends. Kandice Chuh, Deb Vargas, and
Erica Edwards, all formidable theorists of the local, have given me unfailing support and health and company in the exquisite challenges of making
work and making home. Mary Pat Brady’s powerful spatial imagination
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has long been a profound influence on me, and her generous read of the
manuscript during some doldrums offered some much-needed merriment
and perspective. Richard T. Rodriguez brought his post punk soundtrack
to renew my listening life just when I needed it most. Gisela Fosado, my
editor at Duke, has made this a magical experience from our first meeting.
Fosado’s instant openness to this project and her elegant mode of encouragement made me want to keep writing. Imagínate. I cannot thank her enough
for that gift. Her visionary stewardship of Duke University Press is an inspiration to many. Alongside Fosado, Ale Mejia and Susan Albury did everything
to transform the usual fits and starts of publication into the smoothest ride
possible from start to finish. Thank you to Cathy Hannabach for arranging
the index. Robust applause to Matt Tauch and his cover design that leaves
everything open. The wondrous Amna Farooqi heroically stepped in to help
with some late-stage research assistance so that I could teach at my job and
teach in my home during the era of remote learning. For Farooqi, no person
was too hard to find, no source was too hard to track, no request was too
bizarre to take on. Such was the depth of her involvement that she is now an
official Floridian.
There are many more who gave a lot of time and resources and work
so that these ideas could be refined at home and on the road. Thanks to a
faculty fellowship from nyu’s Center for the Humanities, and especially
the efforts of Uli Baer and Molly Rogers, I was able to get traction on the
manuscript. What a total thrill it was to gather with the following folks, all
ideal interlocutors and hosts, who offered formative rehearsal spaces for
The Florida Room: Caitlin Marshall, Patricia Herrera, Marci McMahon, and
Iván Ramos for their Revolutions in Sound at the University of Maryland
School of Theater, Dance, and Performance Studies; Daphne Brooks, Brian
Kane, and Van Truong for everything that is the experience of Black Sound
and the Archive at Yale University; Malinda Lowery, Elizabeth Engelhardt,
and pride of the 305 Maria Estorino at the unc–Chapel Hill Southern Summit; Matt Sandler and Frances Negrón-Muntaner at Columbia University’s
Center for the Study of Ethnicity and Race; Suzanne Cusick and Martha
Feldman for their bold invitation to the American Musicological Association; Soyica Colbert, Doug Jones, and Shane Vogel for the Race and Perfor
mance after Repetition Symposium at Indiana University Bloomington; C.
Riley Snorton, Hentyle Yapp, and Johanna Burton for Saturation at the New
Museum; Frances Aparicio and Veronica Dávila for making Soundscapes of
Latinidad at Northwestern; Maria Sonevytsky and Alex Benson and their
musical imaginaries at Bard College; Ramón Rivera-Servera and Alejandro
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Madrid and their Mapping Sound at Cornell University; Kandice Chuh and
the Revolutionizing American Studies Initiative at cuny’s Graduate Center; Gus Stadler and the American Studies Working Group at Haverford
College; Carter Mathes and the Critical Caribbean Studies Research initiative at Rutgers University; Tim Watson, Lillian Manzor, Donette Francis,
the departments of English and American Studies, and the Cuban Heritage
Collection at the University of Miami; and finally, a very robust thank-you
to the “What’s Left of Cuba?” series curated by Ana María Dopico, Jill Lane,
and José Esteban Muñoz at nyu Center for Latin American and Caribbean
Studies.
I thank the following archivists for their indefatigable dedication to
holding up the past and for their bountiful directives while I got to visit over
the span of many years. Maria Estorino, then at um’s Cuban Heritage Collection and now director of the Wilson Library at unc–Chapel Hill; Verónica
González at fiu’s Diaz-Ayala Cuban and Latin American Popular Music Collection; Dawn Hugh, archivist at History Miami (who has recently retired
after thirty-three years there); Patsy West and the Seminole/Miccosukee
Archive; and Timothy Barber at The Black Archives History and Research
Foundation of South Florida. Thanks also to Jeff Ransom and Sarah Cody
of the Office of Historic Preservation of Miami-Dade County for their
overview of the Miami Circle. The Department of Performance Studies
is another place of invigorating holdings. Who could have imagined that
faculty meetings could be places for experimentalism and philosophical
thinking? Hardiest abrazos to my beautiful colleagues André Lepecki,
Karen Shimakawa, Diana Taylor, Ann Pellegrini, Barbara Browning, Fred
Moten, Malik Gaines, Michelle Castañeda, Allen Weiss, Deborah Kapchan,
Laura Fortes, Allison Brobst, Nicole Cusick, and especially Noel Rodríguez
for making the workplace a funplex.
To my hometown that stays and moves around. I sing it loud and often:
South Miami Middle School set the tone, and my high school, New World
School of the Arts, made everything possible thereafter. From that special
place, the everlasting friendship of Natalie Gold, whose soul and spirit are
motivation to be my best self. Her cheerleading of this book from the sidelines, with her special Miami sensibility, makes this book feel all the more
like a collective head. And I would be lost without the rest of the Miami
misfit crew: Liz Kapplow, Maggie Baisch, Michael Aranov, Erik Lieberman,
Juan Valadez. Matt Sandler is a vitalizing partner in the arts of being away.
Maggie and David Schmitt gave a whole lot with that record collection. To
Jorge Ignacio Cortiñas and Ana Dopico, my fellow Miami Cubans in north-
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ern exile, I owe so much to their brilliance and getting it before I had to.
José Esteban Muñoz, I am, as ever, looking up to you.
Talk about a Florida room! The following friends form a mega-mix of
time, place, and companionship. Gracias a Jacqueline Loss, Armando
Suárez Cobián, Lauren Arcis, Katia Rosenthal, Alina and Ela Troyano,
Sandy Plácido, Ricardo Ortiz, José Nestor Marquez, Ana M. López, Elizabeth Alexander, Ann Lane, Ricardo Montez, Christine Bacareza Balance,
Germán Labrador Mendez, Sandra Ruíz, Licia Fiol-Matta, Lena Burgos Lafuente, Hypatia Vourloumis, Danielle Goldman, Christina León, Emilio Pérez,
Laura Harris, James Stoeri, Jean Vitrano, Scott Herring, Albert Laguna,
Matt Jacobson, Marc Robinson, Alicia Schmidt-Camacho, Steve Pitti,
Katie Lofton, Van Truong, Peter Hudson, Siobhan Somerville, Laura Kang,
Heather Love, Nadia Ellis, Lindsay Reckson, Sonya Postmentier, Adrienne
Brown, Juana María Rodriguez, Rosa Marquetti, Josh Chambers-Letson,
Tavia Nyong’o, Alejandra Bronfman, Tim Rommen, Josh Javier Guzman,
Summer Kim Lee, Roy Perez, Josh Green, Matilde Fidler, Marissa Barlin,
Jennifer Pfeiffer, Joanna and Peter Ahlberg, Norbert and Michelle Butz, Jodi
Gall, Joanna Dunlap, Sarah Olivier, Elana and James Nanscawens, Sydney
and Paul Reisen, Vanessa and Tony Trombino, Valentina Centrangolo,
Lucia Mazzarella and family. Thunderous lines of acknowledgment go to
the music-writing crew from Seattle and beyond: Dave Tompkins and our
Bass Mountain School, Sonnet Retman, Gayle Wald, Josh Kun, Ann Powers,
Isabelia Herrera, Masi Asare, Eric Weisbard, Eric Lott, Karen Tongson, Tim
Lawrence, Gus Stadler, Kandia Crazy Horse, Garnette Cadogan, and Josh
Jelly Schapiro. I am extremely grateful for all my students and would like to
especially thank Cy Citlallin Delgado Huitrón and Camila Arroyo Romero
for their virtuosic interlocutions, senses of humor, and assistance during
the final stages of the book’s writing.
My mother, Virginia, once picked up the phone while observing a wood
stork rookery. It has been my long-standing plan to extend her everyday,
beautiful relation to Florida’s fauna and flora into a most-loving offering in
writing. What a blessing to be raised by this incredible teacher of staying
with the surround. My mom tirelessly opened up her knowledge base to
others and, with her keen sense for always finding the right teachers, gave
me unimagined horizons for thought. I once asked my father, Manuel, to
transcribe the lyrics to a rumba I had been writing about, and while he
typed, he made subtle rhythm with his shoulders. This capacity for bringing
body to mind, and his capacious sense of music from large church choirs
to Motown to Broadway standards, did much to give me a radio mind. I’m
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so glad, too, that Lisa Delmonte has joined our family. The book bears a
strong attachment to my sister Tory Vazquez, whose feeling and wonder
for Florida grounds my everything. Tory was and is my lovable and funny
backseat partner in the long trips up and down the peninsula, and perfect
harmonic co-witness of all the sights and sounds. My sister Nicole Mestre,
always with a book in her hand, has been a wise teacher that models reading everything and everyone. What a total joy it is to hear her craft her own
stories. And my little sister Terry Vazquez, with our special connectivity
over DJ Uncle Al and many other danceables, has unfailingly opened my
eyes to Miami’s here and now, however much it changes or stays the same.
I treasure the way music falls on us both. Maria Hortensia, I hear you and
know you are listening. Dolores and Shane Maxwell, Ceci and Gabi Mestre,
you got this.
I’m grateful to our celestial pit bull, Blanca Rosa, and our new chicken
friends Carmela, Tomasa, Gigi, Corndog, and Balloony, for giving my
family a lot of laughter and fascinating narratives to follow. Vincenzo
Amato is my long view, and after such an endearing collaboration, there
is always the miracle of new stories and affection and admiration. Our unspoken and active agreement about what matters has taken many forms
and, in every instance, more surprise. To Lucia and Manuela—the best
things that have ever happened to me—I offer this past and present so you
may take it by the hand, in your own way. To be a mother of daughters is
imagining the impossible: a happiest life.

